I am happy to confirm that we chose to keep
our District sub the same for 2017/18 at £16
for the year.

Here is my second newsletter for March, a
few days after the District Conference in
Torquay. We were delighted to welcome such
a large audience to the Riviera Conference
Centre. I tried hard to achieve a good balance
between fun and fellowship, with some
inspirational speakers. In the main, I think this
was achieved. We look forward to the
questionnaires from the attending Club
Presidents for feedback on the Conference
after next. Good luck to DGE Alan Hudson for
his plans for Bournemouth ‘18 - 23rd to 25th
March.
So, I now look forward to the RIBI Conference
in Manchester from 7th – 9th of April. We will
have the debate about the subscriptions for
the next 3 years. So, all clubs which have a
strong view should take the opportunity to
select a voting delegate. And this role can be
conducted from the comfort of your armchair
at home!! Helen and I look forward to
enjoying some time with those from D1100.

T: +44 (0)1242 575998
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I have been asked by a few clubs on what we
can do quickly for the continuing crisis in East
Africa. This is such an enormous problem, that
at this time I can only advise 2 things. There is
joint co-operation between charities – as
outlined on the very last e-mail news from
RIBI. Or consider sending Water – through
Aqua boxes or Rotary Water boxes. I hope
that clubs with contacts in this part of the
world will send some ideas out. As usual it is
trying to find the best contacts to make sure
our efforts are received at the point of real
need.
On a happier note, the Regional finals of the 3
biggest Youth competitions will be underway
in the next few days. I wish our great
representatives every success in Young Chef;
Young Musician and Youth Speaks.
And I am delighted to see we look as we have
40 candidates for RYLA, this season. Could I
ask all the clubs who have submitted
candidates to please pay for their entry fees.
We are paying deposits for the centre and the
trainers soon.
Time for a cuppa – anybody need the Typhoo
bags!!??
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